JAGUAR 4G
TURF-TYPE TALL FESCUE
ATTRIBUTES
’s 5 = Outstanding, 4 = Very Good, 3 = Good, 2 = Moderate, 1 = Poor
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Leaf Texture
Dark Green Color
Reduced Topgrowth
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Brown Patch Resistance
Pythium Blight Resistance
Easier Mowing

The Jaguar tradition started early on as a name synonymous with excellent turf quality and
dependability, and continued with Jaguar II and Jaguar 3. Jaguar 3 has been a staple of quality
turf for many years because of its ability to withstand heat, drought, and poor soils and its excellent
resistance to brown patch and fusarium patch packaged in one tall fescue. Jaguar 4G lives up to
the Jaguar tradition, surpassing Jaguar 3 with its superior quality, fine leaf texture, dark color and
improved brown patch resistance.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
enabling it to remain green for extended
DISEASE AND PEST RESISTANCE: Jaguar
4G has improved resistance to two of the
periods when other species have gone
more costly diseases to control: brown patch
dormant.
and pythium blight.
SOD FARM TESTED: Jaguar 4G has been
WIDE ADAPTATION: Jaguar 4G is adapted to
tested on sod farms in Maryland, Ohio,
use in temperate and transition regions
California and Virginia and displayed good
quality, dark color, and reduced top growth.
under different management regimes- high,
medium and low input. It will perform best at BLENDS WELL: Jaguar 4G is a good choice
1½” to 3” (37.5 to 75 mm) height cuts.
when used alone or matched with other
SUN AND SHADE ADAPTATION: Jaguar 4G
is adapted to full sun and partial shade.
Under partial shade, Jaguar 4G will retain its
density and ground cover when perennial
ryegrasses and most Kentucky bluegrasses
will succumb and thin out.
DROUGHT TOLERANCE: Jaguar 4G has a
good rooting depth enabling it to extract
moisture from deeper in the soil profile and

Jacklin grasses in mixtures and blends for
permanent turf in temperate and transition
zone climates. Plant at 6-12 lb. per 1000 sq.
ft. (30-60 g/m2) for blends and straights. For
mixtures it can be seeded at 90-95% Jaguar
4G/5-10% Kentucky bluegrass to improve
sod strength without netting. Jaguar 4G is
adapted to use on home lawns, parks, and
industrial and school sites, golf course
roughs, and sports fields.

